good vibes week spring 2017
All Day: FM Appreciation Day! Sign cards from your CA/CAMs, make sure that FM knows you appreciate them!

12:15-12:50: Yoga in Faulconer Gallery

3:00-4:00: Coloring Study Break Come grab a coloring book and some crayons from SGA staff, outside the Grille!

8-11: SGA Concert: Japanese Breakfast/Halfloves

9:00: Russian Department SEPC Study Break, JRC 2nd
tuesday

10-12: Construction Celebration: Come leave a handprint on the wall, get some dirt, sign up to make chopsticks, or take pictures in hard hats!

3-4:30: AAPI Month: Gender Based Violence in Asian & Pacific Islander Communities; Loose Lounge

4:15-5:30: Knowledge Production for Quality Education in South Africa: Post-colonial Challenges to Research Capacities, Dr. Thandi Ngcobo; Bucksbaum 152

5:30: “The Two-Sided Story” – Israeli-Palestinian Movie Night; Loose Lounge, pizza provided

7:30: “Encounter Point” – Israeli-Palestinian Movie Night; Loose Lounge, coffee & snacks provided

8:30-10:00: Observatory Open House – Jupiter & the moon; Observatory

9:00: 2017 Senior Pub Crawl
wednesday

12:15-12:45: Midday Mindfulness; JRC200-C “Learn how to engage in mindfulness and practice techniques”

2:30-3:30: Raynard Kington Office Hours, The Grille; Come ask questions of the Prez or VPAA Aaronson as they hang out in the Grill for conversations

3:00-4:00: Coloring Study Break: Come grab a coloring book and some crayons from SGA staff, outside the Grille

7:30-9:00: Chris Mosier, Transgender US Olympic Triathlete; JRC 101

8:00-9:00: Friends of Faulconer Gallery Study Break – Grinnell Review Release Party, with chocolate fountain
11:00-12:00: Town Hall on Belonging, JRC 101: What makes you feel like you belong at Grinnell? What makes it hard to feel like you belong here? Come for round-table discussions of belonging and inclusion at Grinnell.

3:00-5:00: Thursday Arcade, DLAC: “Have you heard a lot about virtual reality but have not yet had the chance to experience it yourself? That’s what the Thursday arcade is for. Faculty, staff and students at Grinnell College are welcome to come to the GCIEL space in the Digital Liberal Arts Lab, strap on a headset, and become fully immersed in a virtual experience. Working together with Grinnell College Virtual Reality (GCVR), a student organization helping to promote virtual reality technology at the college, the Thursday arcade is a great opportunity for you to experience virtual reality yourself, meet others interested in the technology, think about how you could use virtual reality for your own purposes, and just to have fun.”

4:00-6:00: Classic’s McKibbon Lecture, JRC 101: “Kathleen Coleman of Harvard University, a Roman scholar, will deliver the 2017 McKibben Lecture. As a preview of her talk, she writes: “The funerary altar of Q. Sulpicius Maximus, aged eleven, was discovered immured inside the Aurelian Wall in Rome in 1871. It now stands in the Centrale Montemartini Museum, where his parents would doubtless derive some consolation from seeing it still preserved nearly two millennia later. Maximus is depicted on it, surrounded by four texts: his Latin epitaph; the text of a poem he delivered in Greek at a competition in AD 94; and two Greek epigrams, one in propria persona lamenting his premature death, and the other put into the mouth of the passer-by, consoling him with the thought that his poetry will live forever. This lecture will explore Maximus’ social background; his education; the quality of his poem; the nature of the competition that he entered; the relative status of Greek and Latin in Rome at the end of the first century AD; the design of the stone; and other questions prompted by this remarkable and touching monument.”

4:00-6:00: Paula Elias, True/False Film Club, ARH 302: “Paula Elias will screen a short (3-minute) film she directed at Standing Rock and will share her experience shooting the Virtual Reality film “Are You Listening” with the Munduruku Tribe of the Amazon Rainforest and the Rangers of Virunga National Park in the Congo. This film was selected for the Sundance Film Festival and the Cannes Film Festival in 2017. She will also share her experience with building a successful movement through the Citizen Jane Film Festival which was chosen as one of the “Top 25 coolest Film Festivals in the World” in 2015. Q&A with Paula and some of the other filmmakers involved in these two projects will follow.”

4:00-7:00: Frank Schilbach, MIT, "The Psychological Lives of the Poor"; ARH 120

7:00-9:00: AirGo: Amplifying the Chicago Renaissance, JRC 101 “AirGo mission is "Showcasing Strong Young Voices from Chicago and Beyond." Damon and Daniel are at the pulse of music, poetry, art, social justice, and community activism in Chicago. AirGo provides an interactive and informative show designed to educate people and spur systemic change.”
Friday

1:00-4:00 PM: Cotton Candy with SGA Cotton Candy Man, outside the Grille

5:00-6:00: Zumba; BRAC P103

5:00-7:00: MLC Open Mic Night, Bob’s Underground Cafe

7:00-12: Science Fiction Association; come hang with cool people and watch SciFi; JRC 226

7:15-9:25: Get Out Movie Showing; Harris Cinema

7:30: Senior Gala, Harris

8:00-10:30: Block Party Auction, Loose Lounge; “Block Party Auction helps to raise money for the last event of the Grinnell College school year: Block Party. Students donate items and services, including artwork, gift certificates, apparel, home-cooked meals, among others. With the help of a volunteer auctioneer, students bid on such items and fundraise for Block Party.”

9:30-11:30: Get Out Movie Showing; Harris Cinema

10:00 (PM)-1:00: Based Gardner; Gardner Lounge; come jam to Lil B tunes and other artists,
saturday

1:00-3:00 PM, HAFU Movie Showing, JRC 101  “With an ever increasing movement of people between places in this transnational age, there is a mounting number of mixed-race people in Japan, some visible others not. “Hafu” is the unfolding journey of discovery into the intricacies of mixed-race Japanese and their multicultural experience in modern day Japan. The film follows the lives of five “hafus”—the Japanese term for people who are half-Japanese—as they explore what it means to be multiracial and multicultural in a nation that once proudly proclaimed itself as the mono-ethnic nation. For some of these hafus Japan is the only home they know, for some living in Japan is an entirely new experience, and others are caught somewhere between two different worlds. Snacks will be served including Ramen!”

11:00-3:00: Alice; Cleve Beach;

3:00-8:00 PM: The Grinnellian; “KDIC & FreeSound outside end of the year concert; come hear your fave musicians play!”

9:00-11:00: SGA Concerts presents Whitney in Gardner Lounge

9:00(PM)-1:00: Spring Waltz; Harris Center — come waltz your troubles away and dance with your friends